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I N T R O D U C T I O N

 

 

The term 'inventory optimization' conjures up different meanings depending on the business type, the

discipline, and the end objective of the firm. The supply chain executives worldwide face an ongoing

dilemma that revolves around improving customer service levels while ensuring optimal levels of inventory.

This means inventory optimization is a double-edged sword for enhancing supply chain performance,

mainly because the fluctuations in demand and supply and the increasing customer service levels can lead

to stock-outs across industries.  

 

The modern supply chains today comprise of several key components that need to be managed and

maintained as a separate entity. But when it comes to inventory management, each factor must function

as a part of the system to be most effective. However, the key role of manufacturing echelons such as raw

materials suppliers, distribution centers, and wholesalers revolve around ensuring the right stock is at the

right place at the right time. This is no easy task. Making matters worse, many manufacturers continue to

use legacy systems and outdated algorithms to manage inventory. 

 

To stay competitive in the long run, all manufacturers are now focusing on multi-echelon inventory

optimization to effectively manage their supply networks. Though they differ by the approach the

overarching goal of both the solutions is to efficiently match inventory levels with demand. This enables

manufacturers to keep inventory levels low, move inventory as quickly as possible, and ensure high service

levels for customers.
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WHAT IS MULTI-ECHELON
INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION?

 
Multi-echelon inventory optimization is an

ultramodern approach that takes inventory

optimization a step further helping businesses to

resolve key issues surrounding modern supply

networks. A good multi-echelon inventory

optimization solution helps manufacturers to

optimize inventory across multiple locations by

suggesting the right levels of inventory at every

stage.
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WANT MORE INFORMATION?
 

We'd love to assist you!

Please choose a mode of engagement below and

we'll be in touch within 48 hours.
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A multi-echelon inventory optimization strategy offers several

advantages to businesses looking at optimizing existing processes

to free working capital. However, businesses that are new to this

approach may face a few predicaments in implementing a multi-

echelon inventory optimization strategy.

Challenge #1

A multi-echelon inventory optimization strategy
requires advanced tools and technology

Several companies today still rely on simplistic methodologies

and obsolete tools to calculate lot size targets and inventory size.

However, the technologically advanced companies gauge their

safety stock levels using standard formulas and advanced

modeling tools that account for lead times, forecast errors, lead

time variability, and a target service level. Advanced calculations

require businesses to increase their investments in new

technology and leverage statistical modeling tools to effectively

forecast supply chain needs.
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Challenge #2

A multi-echelon inventory optimization approach is
counter-intuitive and leads to distrust of results

Considering the results of the multi-echelon inventory

optimization approach, pushing all the safety stock out is

counter-intuitive for several reasons.

Challenge #3

Overcoming distrust within the supply network

Getting everyone on the same page by implementing a true end-

to-end supply chain process is surely an uphill task. For example,

a procurement official may think of a multi-echelon inventory

optimization strategy as the best approach to balance safety

stocks and customer service levels, whereas the regional

procurement manager would analyze it from a totally different

angle.
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Free-up working capital

A multi-echelon inventory optimization

approach helps businesses to free-up

more working capital by optimizing the

interdependencies throughout the supply

network. It not only lowers costs but also

empowers enterprises to model the trade-

offs between service efficiency, risk

factors, and costs.
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Prevent inventory errors

For procurement officials, being able to

offer the best service while having the least

total inventory sounds like a dream.

However, with multi-echelon inventory

optimization solutions businesses can

optimize service levels and prevent stock-

out situations by focusing on the prevention

of errors.
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Optimize Service Levels

Multi-echelon inventory optimization

solutions empower manufacturers to gauge

stock levels and measure the size of

inventory stock buffers without

compromising on customer requirements.

Optimization of service levels, in turn, helps

manufacturers to enhance the overall

efficiency of the supply chain.
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C O N T A C T  I N F O

 
 

PHONE NUMBER - US

 

 +1 630 538 7144

PHONE NUMBER - UK 

+44 208 629 1455

At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harnes maximum insights

from the influx of continuous information around us is what will  drive any

organization’s competitive readiness and success.

 

Our objective is to bring together the best combination of analysts and

consultants to  complement our clients with a shared need to discover and build

those capabilities and drive continuous business  excellence.
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